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Virginia Heffernan “melds the personal with the increasingly universal in a highly informative

analysis of what the Internet is—and can be. A thoroughly engrossing examination of the

Internet’s past, present, and future” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review) from one of the best living

writers of English prose.This book makes a bold claim: The Internet is among mankind’s great

masterpieces—a massive work of art. As an idea, it rivals monotheism. But its cultural potential

and its societal impact often elude us. In this deep and thoughtful book, Virginia Heffernan

reveals the logic and aesthetics behind the Internet, just as Susan Sontag did for photography

and Marshall McLuhan did for television.Life online, in the highly visual, social, portable, and

global incarnation rewards certain virtues. The new medium favors speed, accuracy, wit,

prolificacy, and versatility, and its form and functions are changing how we perceive,

experience, and understand the world. In “sumptuous writing, saturated with observations that

are simultaneously personal, cultural, and strikingly original” (The New Republic), Heffernan

presents “a revealing look at how the Internet continues to reshape our lives emotionally,

visually, and culturally” (The Smithsonian Magazine). “Magic and Loss is an illuminating guide

to the Internet...it is impossible to come away from this book without sharing some of

Heffernan’s awe for this brave new world” (The Wall Street Journal).
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HEFFERNANINDEXFor Ben and SusannahPREFACEOn January 25, 2006, a mysterious

image showed up on YouTube, the video-sharing site that was then only three months old. A

sinewy figure in a swimming-pool-blue T-shirt, his eyes obscured by a beige baseball cap, was

playing electric guitar. Sun poured through a window behind him. He played in a yellow haze.

The video was called simply guitar. A handmade title card gave the performer’s name as

Funtwo.The piece Funtwo played with mounting dexterity was an exceedingly difficult rock

arrangement of Pachelbel’s Canon, the composition from the turn of the eighteenth century

known for solemn chord progressions and overexposure at weddings. But this arrangement,

attributed on another title card to someone called JerryC, was anything but plodding: it required

high-level mastery of a singularly demanding maneuver called sweep-picking.Over and over

the guitarist’s left hand articulated strings with barely perceptible movements, sounding and

muting notes almost simultaneously, and playing complete arpeggios with a single stroke of his

right hand. The video was thrilling to watch.Almost instantly I was hooked. I hadn’t yet seen

selfies of any kind, handheld or selfie-stick-enabled, nor had I seen video on Skype or

FaceTime, so I wasn’t accustomed to this intensely focused exhibitionism, the pleasingly

distorted self-portraits in moving pixels, often of family and intimate friends, that now flood our

screens. Funtwo’s own selfie video was curious, masturbatory: David Hockney colors plus

chiaroscuro. The effect was not wholesome. The video lacked the creamy resolution, crystalline

audio, and voluptuous effects associated with professionalism—and with even the average

MTV entry.Amateur. Homemade. Flawed. Not so much mesmerizing as provocative. Harold

Bloom wrote that to behold is a tragic posture; to observe is an ethical one. Funtwo required

near-clinical observation. You didn’t behold this video, as you might a Hollywood movie,

enraptured by the spectacle. You inclined toward it. You studied it, like a scientist. You peered,

as at scrambled porn on a high and forbidden channel.As soon as I leaned forward, I had

reached for Tolkien’s ring, or tasted some life-altering drug, or crossed a magical line, and

there was no going back. Just as Nabokov forces us to take Humbert Humbert’s language into

our very mouths in the opening of his great novel of child rape—“Lo-lee-ta: the tip of the tongue

taking a trip of three steps down the palate to tap, at three, on the teeth”—this video seemed to

implicate anyone who watched it.I played guitar again, then again. A small miracle was quietly

happening in those first months on the site. The bona fide pornography that was widely

expected to drive out all other video genres—as a predator plant strangles diverse flora and

unbalances ecosystems—never showed up. Without actual porn, the subtler voyeurism of

guitar stood a chance of becoming a hit with viewers. And hit it was. By the end of its first week

on YouTube the video had been viewed 1 million times. By 2016 its various versions had drawn

more than 10 million views, and for years it was regularly listed among the most-seen snippets

of online video in the history of the World Wide Web.Working as a critic and columnist for the

New York Times, I had acquired some unusual new habits since YouTube launched. Guitar only

threw the problem into relief. As network television contracted, the media business folded

dozens of magazines, and YouTube was acquired by Google for $1.65 billion, with other $1

billion–plus tech acquisitions and giant IPOs in the offing, I found myself mystified by how

much time I spent away from the tattered-armchair totems of my youth: books, magazines,



newspapers, the broadcast networks, and the ever-present murmur of NPR.While there was

still achievement and pleasure in the old media, it was clear too that the dogs had barked; the

great caravan that brings the knowledge and ideas that shore up human enterprises had

moved on. I renewed my subscriptions to Vogue and the New York Review of Books, until I

didn’t anymore. Back issues had piled up on my coffee table and then become part of

recycling, landfills, and compost. They weren’t culture; they were carbon. Part of the problem

gumming up the environmental works.The same thing happened to the novels—Hilary Mantel,

a reissue of John Updike—that I ordered in hard copy from Ebook Tops. The spell that had

been cast over me by inked letters on white pulp was broken. Or more accurately: a new spell

had been cast, on a separate part of my brain.The deeper I ventured into the civilization I found

online, the more I realized I’d need new models of courage and imagination to contend with the

trippy, slanted, infinite dreamland of the rapidly evolving Web. Funtwo became my hero. The

velocity, intricacy, and exactness of his performance modeled the rhythms and mental

requirements of the Web itself.Funtwo’s guitar video speaks to me now, a decade later, just as

a chalice of certain dimensions tells us something about the people who inhabited a lost world.

From a chalice we learn how big were the hands that were meant to hold it; how much liquid

people liked at once and could consume; what kind of liquid, cold or hot, basic or acidic, they

considered potable; what type of surface their cups might sit on. The dozens of hours that I

spent feeding my obsession with guitar were not wasted. Or not entirely.The video was, in fact

—as Funtwo (né Jeong-Hyun Lim) told me when I finally met him—intended to be instructional,

an early contribution to the now encyclopedic how-to category on YouTube. (Which I would

later consult to learn umbilical care for my infant daughter, as well as how to shield an iPad

from scratches and how to make progress in a Wii game called Lego City Undercover.) For me

the video contained a powerful suggestion of the kind of person I would have to become if I

was to keep a clear head in the new medium that had come to dominate my mental life. And I

was not alone: the Internet was pervading the lives of all of us who were growing into a newly

transmogrified social and aesthetic space, from my neighbors and colleagues, friends and

children, to musicians in Taiwan and Seoul and all of the 1.4 billion active users of Facebook.In

the Funtwo days, well before the efflorescence of elegant services like Spotify for music, Reddit

for ideas, Pinterest for collages, and Instagram for photographs; before Steve Jobs’s death; and

even before the iPhone, the socialization and mobilification of everything, and then the move to

wearables, the so-called Internet of Things, 3D printing, and virtual reality, the Web asserted

itself as its own culture. Right at the dawn of Web 2.0, when newly expansive broadband

permitted the dissemination of video and the rise of social networking, the Internet became

something more than a reformulation of the offline world. With cries variously of agony and

triumph, we had to stop pretending that email was a handy alternative to telephones or post.

Fluid and never-ending electronic exchanges made the word communication seem inadequate.

Similarly newspapers on the Web could no longer be considered mere adaptations of

newsprint.1992 FLASHBACKA traumatic moment in early adulthood came just as I was having

doubts about my first choice of career: academia. I had started a PhD program in English in

1991, just after graduating from college. But though I was supposed to be refining my skills at

rigorous academic prose, the grubbier work of Greil Marcus, whose book Lipstick Traces took

seriously pop culture, in a pop idiom, captured my attention. I also sometimes tried in vain to

copy Camille Paglia’s outlandish and supersexual observations about art, though they were

considered suspect in university settings. One day my traditionalist father nailed me for

this.Dad: Virginia, your prose can be a touch glib—or, rather, meretricious.Me: W-what’s

meretricious, Dad?Dad: Oh Virginia! Come on!! MERETRIX. From your Latin. “Like a



prostitute.”Me: Oh—I—Oh.Dad: Did you get NOTHING out of Latin Camp?My father called

me a prostitute? This is not an easy dialogue to recall, but eccentricities of the early 1990s are

a useful reference point when taking the measure of the Internet’s influence. Those were the

days before the Web. The Mount Vesuvius of digitization was faintly rumbling, but most of us

were determined to block out the noise. Sure, there was email, but texting and tweeting had not

yet made glibness compulsory. The Meretrix, by other names, had not yet become an

Instagram paragon. Mandarin and emojis had not yet left Latin in the dust as second

languages of choice. These were exciting times, filled increasingly with desktop-published

zines and other transitional forms that presaged blogs, but cultural loyalists were still hoping to

hold on to old paradigms as long as possible.Today holding on is just about impossible. The

tectonic shift has happened. The New York Times daily newspaper and the company’s news

apps are starkly disparate entities, and only one of them is defined by short-form aggregation,

data visualizations, and streamable video. Uber is something other than a municipal taxi

service. Airbnb is not another kind of hotel. Ecommerce—at eBay, Ebook Tops, Etsy—is not

analogous to catalogue shopping; it has its own rules, conventions, implications, pace, and

prices. Between analog and digital are more than differences in degree. Between them is a

difference in kind.Like all new technologies, the Internet appears to represent the world more

faithfully than the technologies that preceded it. And the Internet is an extraordinarily seductive

representation of the world. We’ve never seen a work of art like it. That is this book’s central

contention: that the Internet is a massive and collaborative work of realist art. Moreover it’s so

beguiling a realist showpiece, and so readily confused with reality, that books about it call

themselves books about “business,” “politics,” or “science”—the reigning bywords for reality.

That’s a mistake. Digital forms are best illuminated by cultural criticism, which uses the tools of

art and literary theory to make sense of the Internet’s glorious illusion: that the Internet is

life.Because of course the Internet is not life. In fact it is a highly artificial regime, with tight

rules and rituals that organize its text, music, and images. That’s why the Internet becomes

more deeply meaningful and moving when “read” as an aesthetic object than lived or reported

on as firsthand human experience. That human experience is art, where art is considered

closer to a game than to a deception. Our proxies in this game are our avatars: the sum total of

all the profile pictures, message-board communiqués, Snapchat videos, and all other artifacts

of text, image, and sound that we add to the Internet and attach to our various handles. The

game itself, an artwork, is without doubt what video gamers call an MMORPG: a massively

multiplayer online role-playing game.Digital life, in its current extremely visual, social, portable,

and global incarnation, rewards certain virtues. They’re not the ones many of us grew up with.

Engagement, emotional expression, liberalism, tolerance, self-knowledge, irony: these values

of the 1970s, refined while I was in college and then in graduate school in the 1990s, lost a

great deal of urgency after the turn of the millennium. It was unnerving to watch them go. How

long had we all dilated on and argued over whether a poem ought to be read as an

independent artifact or in historical context, whether a professor ought ever be fired for her

views on Israel or date rape, and whether a scientific or cultural worldview was more accurate.

It went on and on: what everyone made of Monica Lewinsky, Yasser Arafat, Reaganomics, the

semiotics of hip-hop, the cold war, or the implications of the Milgram experiment. We citizens

used all the language and logic at our command to parse these problems, with our government

and institutions mostly emphasizing liberalism and tolerance. But now that digitization has

changed even knowledge and ethics, the values instilled in me as the daughter of a Latin-

besotted college professor in New England have turned slightly old-fashioned, like the notion of

fame in Beowulf or honor in Sir Walter Scott’s novels.What I was trying to learn as I practiced



the finger work required by my laptop, BlackBerry, and eventually iPhone—and what writers,

workers, teachers, parents, students, artists, and companies appeared to be trying to learn too

—were new skills and interpretive methods, many of which didn’t have names yet.After dusting

off hundreds and then thousands of videos on YouTube, I have begun to see clearly the

civilization they compose. Online video isn’t a new art form, I discovered, like punk music or

color-field painting in their time, starting in a time and place and slowly burgeoning. Instead the

art of the Internet and its rules came into view all at once and fully formed. All over the world

amateurs had apparently spent the years since the birth of camcorders (in 1982) and digital

video (in 1986) shooting, producing, collecting, or transferring home movies, video art, pet and

baby videos, surveillance videos (including some that showed police, interpersonal, and

corporate misdeeds), music performances, ads, trailers, sermons, lectures, comedy sketches,

theatrical scenes, pornography, magic tricks, athletic stunts, pranks, virtual tours, news

broadcasts, video op-eds, how-to videos, and a vast reserve of unclassifiable entries that

needed only an audience.By 2016 more than one hundred hours of video were uploaded every

minute to YouTube—hours that came with a dizzying range of styles, themes, and

provenances. Many of them had clearly been produced well before the possibility of online

broadcasting even existed. The first videos mounted to YouTube included a scene of civil

disobedience shot in a bus in Singapore, a monologue by a Best Buy clerk, and fully fourteen

short movies of mammals playing with shoelaces. Every single one of them zinged around the

Web and, collectively, attracted far more passionate responses than the multimillion-dollar

slates of new network television shows I regularly reviewed. For anyone (from college kids to

CEOs) trying to understand our speedy, freshly digital world the videos were and are

invaluable. They show whole new facets of human experience.The Internet favors speed,

accuracy, wit, prolificacy, and versatility. But it also favors integrity, mindfulness, and wise

action. For however alien in appearance, the Internet is a cultural object visibly on a continuum

with all the cultural artifacts that preceded it. It is not a break with history; neither is it

“progress.” It’s just what happened to be next. It is not outside human civilization; it is a new

and formidable iteration of that civilization. It’s also a brilliant commentary on it. To be still more

specific: the Internet responds, often with great sensitivity, to critical methodologies. Sense can

be made of it. Logic can be divined in it. Politics can be derived from it. Pleasure can be taken

in it. Beauty can be found in it. Pain too—and loss. Agony and ecstasy is what I mean: the

Internet may not be reality, but it’s very real art.This has become plain in the development of

hundreds of new discourses online, including feminist hawkism on (“Inside every liberal is a

totalitarian screaming to get out”) and French pro-Americanism on Médiapart. It surfaces in the

new-media presidency of Barack Obama, which had its policies inflected and even set by the

exigencies of the Internet. I saw it clearly when I tracked down wily producers of a hoax series

called lonelygirl15 and eventually even in the captivating Funtwo, the fame-averse Korean

guitarist who taught me how an export-driven economy like South Korea’s, which is long on

cultural producers and short on cultural consumers, transforms even the way music is made

and musical genres refined.The Internet’s responsiveness to critical tools—the kind used by

English majors, historians, bloggers, readers of every stripe, including rogues like commenters,

trolls, and knee-jerk tweeters—has been elucidated in my studies of baroque audiovisual

projects by composers and sound designers who get it, including the Israeli Kutiman, the

American Beyoncé, and the Swede Paul N. J. Ottosson.The hallmarks of Internet culture come

through in experiments like Netflix and Ebook Tops originals, arguments and reports serialized

on Twitter, podcasts like NPR’s Serial, and the new-media franchises of reality-TV heroines.

Anyone can witness from the front row the emergence of a new hierarchy of values at



Wikipedia, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Spotify, Snapchat, Skype, Yahoo!, Tumblr, Quora,

eBay, Ebook Tops, Seamless, game apps, YouTube, the Kindle, the iPhone, the iPad, FitBit,

Google Glass (RIP), Oculus Rift, the Ebook Tops Echo, message boards, and a world of blogs

and commentary—through their rises and rises and rises. And, in several cases, their

fascinating falls.But the companies rise and fall on the strength and value to advertisers of

what at Yahoo! News, where I covered digital politics during the 2012 election, we used to

optimistically call their “assets”—visual, auditory, textual. (At least they weren’t liabilities.)

These assets are nearly always ironic, cartoonish, or dramatic extensions of established and

even ancient art forms: aphoristic poetry suitable for Twitter; painterly images for Instagram;

polemics, essays, and reports for Facebook.When the comedy-drama series Orange Is the

New Black appeared in 2013 as one of Netflix’s first batch of original dramas—“television” had

long been all-digital by then—viewers took it in stride that it would be an inmate’s-eye story. It

was the latest expression of prison literature, preceded by works from Socrates, Jack Henry

Abbott, and Nelson Mandela, among others. These prisoners wrote books while in prison

because they had paper, pens, and time. Why not? Newspapers had given us the numbers, but

only popular culture could fully capture the reality that Americans live in an era of widespread

imprisonment. The nation is striped with a penal colony that runs coast to coast. A hundred

thousand Web users could have told you that prison literature had already taken many new

shapes in the twenty-first century and dug roots deep into the Internet—on, for example, the so-

called Big Board, Prison Talk Online. This large and polyglot message board, conceived in a

jail cell by a felon named David Frisk, which in its first decade attracted nearly 7 million posts,

connects a vast network of prisons around the world. Families check it for real-time word of

prison fights. Prisoners post poetry on it. Legal advice is given. Threads range from “How to

Lose 50+ lbs. before Your Man Comes Home” to “Preparing for Executions.” For readers,

reporters, and concerned citizens, no document more urgently suggests the intricacies of the

world’s hyperextended prison system: fine-grain logistical detail and harrowing incongruities.

Orange Is the New Black, as a literary and political artifact based on a literary memoir, can only

aim to distill and dramatize the wisdom of that massive project.Other examples make still more

obvious that Internet art is not all marginalia and kitty kitsch. Like Prison Talk, the June 2009

video of the murder of Neda Agha-Soltan during a march protesting the election in Iran of

President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad—a video that played in Iran and around the world—

crystallized a new political reality. Thanks to ubiquitous digital cameras and instant global

dissemination techniques, Agha-Soltan became a portable symbol of the antigovernment

movement in Iran the very day she died. But she’s not dead in her symbolic form; she’s dying,

perpetually, blood pouring almost audibly from her as she lies in the street, having been shot in

the heart by a sniper.That this video circulated widely on Twitter and Facebook and instantly

gained an entry in the Persian-language Wikipedia (written by the fiancé of Agha-Soltan)

contributes to the effect of motion. The chaos of the protests in Iran was echoed and amplified

in the chaotic Twitter reports and made the violence seem immediate and urgent even to

Europeans and Americans. But when it seemed to end—when “#Neda” was no longer a

trending topic on Twitter, when the video’s viewers capped at around 1 million on YouTube—did

the movement in Iran strike the global community as somehow finished? Unlike after events

that attracted the predigital rhetoric of martyrdom (the discourses around Kent State and Ruby

Ridge, say), loyalists did not demand that Agha-Soltan not be forgotten. They didn’t wear her

image in lockets or on T-shirts. They didn’t rehearse the circumstances of her death. After the

video made its rounds, it seemed we had all been eyewitnesses to the protests and the

murder, and—as horrifying as it had been—it was over.Tweets, Facebook posts, and YouTube



videos seem like discrete media entities, and it’s easy to focus on how illiterate they are, or how

trivial. But just as the American Revolution can be seen as a consequence of the pamphlet,

and the antiwar movement can be seen as rooted in television and photojournalism, the rise of

various contemporary ideologies—Ron Paul libertarianism, Obama idolatry, and “fact-check”

politics—can be seen as epiphenomena of the Internet.To make sense of the new world we are

living in—in all its speed, diversity, and eccentricity—to truly fathom the high-velocity and

rapacious new medium that has both re-created and shattered traditional forms, we need to

risk the pain and scrap our old aesthetics and consider a new aesthetics and associated

morality.A new brand of intellectual courage must be brought to envisioning this new symbolic

order. For artists, ignoring the imperative to grasp the cultural implications of the Internet

means risking irrelevance. For companies, devaluation. For politicians and foreign policy

architects, it means incomprehension about how meaning is configured, with a resulting

foundering of campaigns, administrations, and initiatives. As human discourse adapts to its

new home, everything we do and think as human beings will be and is being shaped by new

values.Magic and Loss starts with the building blocks of our digital culture. In analog life these

cultural blocks might be considered literature and communication, visual art, film and

television, architecture, fashion and design, food, sculpture, dance, and music. Online, in

pixels, where flesh, marble, and 3D space is (so far) scarce, it’s somewhat simpler: design,

text, photography, video, and music. My aim is to build a complete aesthetics—and poetics—of

the Internet.Any book about the Internet ought to offer a useful structure for the headache-

inducing chaos of digital life. Magic and Loss does this, and also proposes how its pleasures

might be savored—the way Ian Watt and Leslie Fiedler showed readers how to approach

novels, Pauline Kael showed us how to approach movies, Lester Bangs and Greil Marcus

showed us how to approach rock music, Susan Sontag showed us how to approach

photography, and George Trow and Marshall McLuhan showed us how to approach media.The

Web represents a grand emotional, sensory, and intellectual adventure for anyone willing to

explore it actively. Alarmist tracts that warn about how the Web endangers culture or coarsens

civilization miss the point that the same was said in turn about theater, lyric poetry, the novel,

film, and television. I want instead to show how readers might use the Web and not be

overwhelmed by it; how we might stop fighting it, in short, and learn to love its hallucinatory

splendor.• • •The Internet is the great masterpiece of human civilization. As an artifact it

challenges the pyramid, the aqueduct, the highway, the novel, the newspaper, the nation-state,

the Magna Carta, Easter Island, Stonehenge, agriculture, the feature film, the automobile, the

telephone, the telegraph, the television, the Chanel suit, the airplane, the pencil, the book, the

printing press, the radio, the realist painting, the abstract painting, the Pill, the washing

machine, the skyscraper, the elevator, and cooked meat. As an idea it rivals monotheism.Just

as, in Nietzsche’s scheme, man created science, which in turn killed god, analog culture—

books, clocks, film, industrial machines, the compasses and timers of scientific method—

created digital culture, and now digital culture has superseded it. It was quick, the supersession

—and now it’s over. But where are we?Magic is a word that Apple vigorously embraced. The

iPad was introduced as a “magical and revolutionary device.” And magic is a crucial term of art

in computer programming. Computer code is considered magic when it seems simple but

accomplishes complex operations. The Internet is paradigmatic magic. It turns experiences

from the material world that used to be densely physical—involving licking stamps, say, or

winding clocks or driving in cars to shopping centers—into frictionless, weightless, and

fantastic abstractions. As Lawrence Lessig puts it, “The digital world has more in common with

the world of ideas than with the world of things.”And yet it’s still here, the persistent sense of



loss. The magic of the Internet—the recession of the material world in favor of a world of ideas

—is not pure delight. It seems we are missing something very worthwhile and identity-forming

from our predigital lives. Is it a handwritten letter? Is it an analog phone call? Is it a quality of

celluloid film, a multivolume encyclopedia, or a leather-bound datebook? Is it a way of thinking

or being or even falling in love?Between two discourses, two languages, two regimes,

something is always lost. And whether or not we admit it, the Internet and its artifacts are not

just like their cultural precedents. They’re not even a rough translation—or a strong misreading

—of those precedents. The Internet has a logic, a tempo, an idiom, a color scheme, a politics,

and an emotional sensibility all its own. Tentatively, avidly, or kicking and screaming, nearly 2

billion of us have taken up residence on the Internet, and we’re still adjusting to it.This

transformation of everyday life includes moments of magic and an inevitable experience of

profound loss. Any discussion of digital culture that merely catalogues its wonders and does

not acknowledge these two central themes is propaganda and fails to do it justice.• • •Thirty-

five years ago, when I first discovered it, the Internet wasn’t easy to find. It wasn’t a user-

friendly retail franchise, as the Web is now. It was a nervous back office full of furtive clerics.

You stumbled in. While computer hardware and software of the 1970s were the work of

sophisticated engineers who pressed computers into the service of everything from music to

word processing, architecture, and filmmaking, the slow and awkward networks in those days

had limited application. These were the so-called eve networks, inspired largely by ARPANET,

the landmark computer–communications system that was a project of the U.S. government’s

Advanced Research Projects Agency. Logically the Internet in its early days was a kind of

diversion for cold war intelligence types and academics. But it was possible to stumble onto the

early Internet.I know because I was among the stumblers. Xcaliber was early social-networking

technology developed at Dartmouth College. In the heyday of Dungeons & Dragons, its

vaguely Arthurian theme appealed to both hackers and tweens. Its real purpose was to

facilitate communication among the several academic and scientific institutions that shared

Dartmouth’s mainframe computer—one of those big, heaving rhinos in a cage of bulletproof

Plexiglas. Every day a few hundred people dialed that mainframe for an alien signal—the then-

unfamiliar squeal and crash of information transmission—and fit their receivers into acoustic

couplers, like people in kayaks.As a townie preteen, I hacked in with the help of some shaggy,

kind Dartmouth students who called themselves sysprogs. In those days, “Dartmouth sysprog”

sounded tantalizing to me—the way “lead singer” sounded to some of my classmates. John

Kemeny, then the president of Dartmouth, had cowritten the computer language BASIC in

1964, inspiring a generation of student programmers to trek north to our snowy town. This

group (“Kemeny’s Kids”) built the extraordinary Dartmouth Time-Sharing System, which

allowed people from all academic departments, even the humanities, to use a computer

network. The sysprogs of the 1970s and early ’80s also tended the mainframe as it shook and

rattled incongruously on the edge of Dartmouth’s Colonial campus.With some friends I found

my way to their computer center under the pretext that we wanted to talk about BASIC. We

were lucky to have this opening sally. Kemeny had been required to teach rudimentary BASIC

to the local Yankee schoolchildren, presumably to win the freedom to pursue his decidedly non-

Yankee plan for ARPANET-on-the-Connecticut. To mollify our parents, we told them we needed

to sharpen our programming skills if we were ever going to “work for NASA.”But the little girls of

ten and eleven who stormed Xcaliber never made tech history. That worked for us at the time:

all the better to enter the shadowy world of Xcaliber—and especially an addictive live-chat

feature called Conference XYZ—without being noticed. Conference XYZ amplified Xcaliber’s

fantasy element: each convocation had levels and a self-anointed master who could banish



chatters he disliked. Participants often communicated in an odd Led Zeppelin idiom or referred

to damsels and steeds. I loved this. Under cover of my first avatar, Athena (naturally), I learned

all of the digital skills I still rely on today. I learned to type, to talk rapidly in entwined threads

with several people at once, to experiment with idioms, to test and learn, to recover from reply-

all mistakes, to spot lechy people by their online styles, and to avoid ideologues who post in all

caps. Most important of all, I learned, as a novelist does, to create an avatar in digital space

who is simultaneously flawed, dignified, and realistic—but who can also field trolls and take

sniper fire for me and thus keep the real me, my soul, entirely aloof and safe.By the time I

turned thirteen, I was confident I knew every single person online. My parents couldn’t have

guessed I was meeting anyone. As I sat alone at the computer hour after hour it seemed I was

learning “computers.” In fact, I was learning culture.The story of early computer networks has

most often been told as a technology and business story. But like the Internet today,

Conference XYZ was not an engineering experiment as much as an immersive experience.

What mesmerized me and its other users were its cadences and its vocabulary. Its vibe. On

some level, while we were seeking connection and community we were also helping to build a

culture. Today I see that culture writ large online.Conference XYZ pretty much folded in 1986.

For years I half-repressed thoughts of Xcaliber. It would come to me in fragments of memories:

the odd jargon we evolved, the hot feeling of being watched, the invective, the jokes, the speed.

The highly collaborative project had been the spontaneous creation of a scene, a modus

vivendi, an entire culture. Had we really done all that? And was it really gone?It was not gone.

What I thought was the end of a short detour from regular life was actually the beginning of the

biggest cultural phenomenon of my lifetime. If it’s ever fair to say that anything has “changed

everything,” it’s fair to say so about the Internet. At stake in this cultural transformation are the

way we live, the way we think, the way we love, the way we talk, and even the way we fight

across the globe. The Internet is entrenched. It’s time to understand it—and not as a curiosity

or an entry in the annals of technology or business but as an integral part of our humanity, as

the latest and most powerful extension and expression of the project of being

human.1DESIGNInstead of introducing a narrative or a lyric structure, an app game called

Hundreds begins with a hazy dynamic: expanding. A player meets no characters; rather she’s

put in mind of broadening her horizons, dilating on a subject, swelling with pride. Cued by

dreamlike graphics, she feels her neurons inflate.Next she’s abstractly navigating a crowd in

that expansive state. She’s flinching to keep from touching anyone else. Then, on top of all that,

she is shot through with the urgent need to get someone alone, to guide him away from the

crowd. Finally she’s doing this while trying to avoid the blades of a low ceiling fan.These

obscure neurological half-narrative states and others, far stranger, are cunningly evinced by

Hundreds, which is a masterpiece mobile puzzle game by Greg Wohlwend and Semi Secret

Software. As in Hundreds (and 1010!, Monument Valley, and the marvelous blockbuster

Minecraft), much of the best digital design bypasses language and can only be evoked by it,

not denoted precisely.Superb and sleek digital design like Semi Secret Software’s now live on

apps. These apps are not so much intuitive as indulgent, and they put users far from the

madding crowd of the World Wide Web. The extreme elegance of app design has surfaced, in

fact, in reaction to the extreme inelegance of the Web.Appreciating the Web’s entrenched

inelegance is the key to understanding digital design both on- and offline. Cruise through the

gargantuan sites—YouTube, Ebook Tops, Yahoo!—and it’s as though modernism never existed.

Twentieth-century print design never existed. European and Japanese design never existed.

The Web’s aesthetic might be called late-stage Atlantic City or early-stage Mall of America.

Eighties network television. Cacophonous palette, ad hoc everything, unbidden ads forever



rampaging through one’s field of vision, to be batted or tweezed away like ticks bearing Lyme

disease.THE ADMIRING BOGTake Twitter, with its fragmentary communications and design

scheme of sky-blue birdies, checkmarks, and homebrew icons for retweets, at-replies,

hashtags, and hearts. It’s exemplary of the graphic Web, almost made to be fled. Twitter’s

graphics can be crisp and flowy at once, if you’re in the mood to appreciate them, but the

whole world of Twitter can rapidly turn malarial and boggy. The me-me-me clamor of tweeters

brings to mind Emily Dickinson’s lines about the disgrace of fame: “How public—like a Frog—/

To tell one’s name—the livelong June—/To an admiring Bog!”That boggy quality of the Web—

or, in city terms, its ghetto quality—was brought forcefully to light in 2009, in a sly, fuck-you talk

by Bruce Sterling, the cyberpunk writer, at South by Southwest in Austin, Texas. The

Nietzschean devilishness of this remarkable speech seems to have gone unnoticed, but to a

few in attendance it marked a turning point in the Internet’s unqualified celebration of

“connectivity” as cultural magic. In fact, Sterling made clear, connectivity might represent a

grievous cultural loss.Connectivity is nothing to be proud of, Sterling ventured. The clearest

symbol of poverty—not canniness, not the avant-garde—is dependence on connections like

social media, Skype, and WhatsApp. “Poor folk love their cell phones!” he practically sneered.

Affecting princely contempt for regular people, he unsettled the room. To a crowd that typically

prefers onward-and-upward news about technology, Sterling’s was a sadistically successful

rhetorical strategy. “Poor folk love their cell phones!” had the ring of one of those haughty but

unforgettable expressions of condescension, like the Middle Eastern treasure “The dog barks;

the caravan passes.”Connectivity is poverty, eh? Only the poor, defined broadly as those

without better options, are obsessed with their connections. Anyone with a strong soul or a fat

wallet turns his ringer off for good and cultivates private gardens (or mod loft spaces, like

Hundreds) that keep the din of the Web far away. The real man of leisure savors solitude or

intimacy with friends, presumably surrounded by books and film and paintings and wine and

vinyl—original things that stay where they are and cannot be copied and corrupted and shot

around the globe with a few clicks of a keyboard.Sterling’s idea stings. The connections that

feel like wealth to many of us—call us the impoverished, we who brave Facebook ads and

privacy concerns—are in fact meager, more meager even than inflated dollars. What’s worse,

these connections are liabilities that we pretend are assets. We live on the Web in these

hideous conditions of overcrowding only because—it suddenly seems so obvious—we can’t

afford privacy. And then, lest we confront our horror, we call this cramped ghetto our happy

home!Twitter is ten years old. Early enthusiasts who used it for barhopping bulletins have

cooled on it. Corporations, institutions, and public-relations firms now tweet like terrified

maniacs. The “ambient awareness” that Clive Thompson recognized in his early writings on

social media is still intact. But the emotional force of all this contact may have changed in the

context of the economic collapse of 2008.Where once it was engaging to read about a friend’s

fever or a cousin’s job complaints, today the same kind of posts, and from broader and broader

audiences, can seem threatening. Encroaching. Suffocating. Our communications,

telegraphically phrased so as to take up only our allotted space, are all too close to one

another. There’s no place to get a breath in the Twitter interface; all our thoughts live in stacked

capsules, crunched up to stay small, as in some dystopic hive of the future. Or maybe not the

future. Maybe now. Twitter could already be a jam-packed, polluted city where the ambient

awareness we all have of one another’s bodies might seem picturesque to sociologists but has

become stifling to those in the middle of it.In my bolshevik-for-the-Internet days I used to think

that writers on the Web who feared Twitter were just being old-fashioned and precious. Now

while I brood on the maxim “Connectivity is poverty,” I can’t help wondering if I’ve turned into a



banged-up street kid, stuck in a cruel and crowded neighborhood, trying to convince myself

that regular beatings give me character. Maybe the truth is that I wish I could get out of this

place and live as I imagine some nondigital or predigital writers do: among family and friends,

in big, beautiful houses, with precious, irreplaceable objects.The something lost in the design

of the Web may be dignity—maybe my dignity. Michael Pollan wrote that we should refuse to

eat anything our grandmothers wouldn’t recognize as food. In the years I spent at Yahoo! News

—not content-farming, exactly, but designing something on a continuum with click bait, allowing

ads into my bio, and being trained (as a talking head) to deliver corporate propaganda rather

than report the news—I realized I was doing something my grandmothers wouldn’t have

recognized as journalism. Privately I was glad neither of them had lived long enough to witness

my tour of duty in that corner of the Web, doing Go-Gurt journalism.RESPITEWhich brings me

back to Hundreds and the other achingly beautiful apps, many of which could pass for objects

of Italian design or French cinema. Shifting mental seas define the experience of these apps,

as they do any effective graphic scheme in digital life, in which the best UX doesn’t dictate

mental space; it maps it. These apps caress the subconscious. The graphic gameplay on

Hundreds seems to take place in amniotic fluid. The palette is neonatal: black, white, and red.

The path through is intuition.And this is strictly graphics. No language. Text here is deep-sixed

as the clutter that graphic designers always suspected it was. The new games and devices

never offer anything so pedestrian as verbal instructions in numbered chunks of prose. “If they

touch when red then you are dead,” flatly states a surreal sign encountered partway through

Hundreds’s earliest levels. That’s really the only guideline you get on how Hundreds is

played.Playing Hundreds is a wordless experience. Even that red/dead line of poetry is more

music than meaning. There’s an eternity to the graphic swirl there; it’s the alpha and the

omega. “Death” would be too human and narrative an event to happen to the fog-toned circle-

protagonists. These circles mostly start at zero. You drive up the value of the circles by

touching them and holding them down, aiming each time to make the collective value of the

circles total 100 before they run into an obstacle, like a circle saw.Nothing about losing in

Hundreds feels like dying. The music continues; the round can be replayed. No pigs (as in

Angry Birds) or shirtless terrorists (as in Call of Duty) snort and gloat. You start again. Who

says losing is not winning, and the other way around? In Hundreds even gravity is

inconstant.FRISBEE FOREVERDigital, kaleidoscopic design can serve to undermine

language. To deconstruct it. Deconstruct is still a frightening word, bringing to mind auteur

architects and Frenchmen in capes. Here I use it to mean that digital design, especially in

games, can call attention to the metaphors in language and teasingly demonstrate how those

metaphors are at odds with language’s straight-up, logical claims. So life and death are binary

opposites? Not on Hundreds, which teaches the sublingual brain that life and death are

continuous, world without end. Mixing up life and death in this way is, in fact, the operative

principle of video games, as Tom Bissell’s masterful Extra Lives: Why Video Games Matter

convincingly argues.Before the Internet, but presciently, Marshall McLuhan credited the world’s

new wiredness with dissolving binaries in the way of Buddhism: “Electric circuitry” (which

elsewhere he calls “an extension of the human nervous system”) “is Orientalizing the West.

The contained, the distinct, the separate—our Western legacy—is being replaced by the

flowing, the unified, the fused.”Where some game design breaks down language and the

distinctions that undergird it, other design is tightly structuralist, instantiating boundaries and

reminding players that they’re contained, distinct, and separate. Frisbee Forever, a kid’s game

I’m choosing almost at random, works this way. A free candy-colored mobile game in which the

player steers a Frisbee through a variety of graphic environments that look variously beachy,



snowy, and Old-Westy, Frisbee Forever is one of those garish games at which some parents

look askance. But the very week I downloaded Frisbee Forever for my then-six-year-old son,

Ben, the Supreme Court ruled that video games were entitled to First Amendment protection,

just like books, plays, and movies. I decided the game formally had redeeming value when I

read Justice Scalia’s words: “Video games communicate ideas—and even social messages—

through many familiar literary devices (such as characters, dialogue, plot, and music) and

through features distinctive to the medium (such as the player’s interaction with the virtual

world).”So what’s the idea—and even the social message—behind Frisbee Forever? The

message is deep in the design: Never give up. Like many successful games, Frisbee Forever is

built within a pixel of its life to discourage players from quitting—because if you quit, you can’t

get hooked. The game’s graphic mechanics gently but expertly escort players between the

shoals of boredom (“Too easy!”) and frustration (“Too hard!”). This Scylla-and-Charybdis logic

is thematized in the design of many popular app games (Subway Surfer, the gorgeous Alto’s

Adventure, and many of the so-called endless runner games). At PBS’s website, for which

educational games are always being designed, this protean experience is called “self-leveling.”

Tailored tests and self-leveling games minimize boredom and frustration so that—in theory,

anyway—more people see them through.This is certainly the logic behind Frisbee Forever. Just

as a player steers her disc to keep it in the air, so Frisbee Forever steers her mood to keep her

in the game. It’s like a model parent. If a kid’s attention wanders and his play becomes

lackluster, the game throws him a curve to wake him up. If he keeps crashing and craves some

encouragement, the game throws him a bone. Curve, bone, bone, curve. Like life.And that’s a

potential problem. What’s lost is bracing disorder, the spontaneous adaptations that lead to art

and adventure and education. Frisbee Forever—and anything else self-leveling—conjures a

fantasy world that’s extremely useful when life’s disorderly. But when things settle down in

reality, the Frisbee game is too exciting. It does nothing to teach the all-important patience and

tolerance for boredom that are central to learning: how to stand in line, how to wait at Baggage

Claim, how to concentrate on a draggy passage of text. In fact self-leveling games suggest you

never have to be bored. At the same time, Frisbee Forever is not nearly challenging enough. In

real life you have to learn to tolerate frustration: how not to storm away when the pitcher is

throwing strikes, how to settle for an Italian ice when sundaes are forbidden, how to try the

sixth subtraction problem when you’ve gotten the first five wrong.I find pleasing magic in the

design of many digital and digitized games: Angry Birds, WordBrain, Bejeweled, Candy Crush.

But I use their graphic worlds to keep myself safe from unstructured experience. To shut out

mayhem and calm my mind. Often I find I want to keep the parameters of boredom and

frustration narrow. I feel I need to confront rigged cartoonish challenges that, as it happens,

you can—with pleasurable effort—perfectly meet. Games, like nothing else, give me a break

from the feeling that I’m either too dumb or too smart for this world.I’m not the only one in my

demo. Thanks to the explosion of mobile games that have drawn in the crossword and Sudoku

crowd, adult women now make up a bigger proportion of gamers (37 percent) than do boys

eighteen and younger (15 percent), according to a study by the Entertainment Software

Association. The average age of gamers is now thirty-five.But of course I wonder what real

challenges and stretches of fertile boredom, undesigned landscapes, and surprises I’m

denying myself. And maybe denying my children.SPRAWLThe schism between the almost

fascist elegance of the sexiest apps, like Hundreds, and the chaotic-ghetto graphic scheme of

the Web may have been inevitable. In the quarter-century since Tim Berners-Lee created the

immensely popular system of hyperlinks known as the World Wide Web, the Web has become

a teeming, sprawling commercial metropolis, its marquee sites so crammed with links,



graphics, ads, and tarty bids for attention that they’re frightening to behold. As a design object,

it’s a wreck.There are two reasons for this. Two laws, even. And complain as we might, these

two laws will keep the Web from ever looking like a Ferrari, Vogue, or the Tate Gallery. It will

never even look like a Macintosh or an iPad, which is why Apple has taken such pains since

the App Store opened to distance itself from the open Web, that populist place that is in every

way open-source and to which we all regularly contribute, even if just with a Facebook like or

an Etsy review.1. The Web is commercial space.The major links and sites are, of course, now

paid for by advertisers, who covet click-throughs—or, better yet, taps of the “buy” button, which

started to figure prominently on sites like Pinterest in 2015—and never stop fishing for

attention. You think you’re reading when you’re on the Web; in fact you’re being read. This is

why the Web is now palpable as the massively multiplayer online role-playing game it’s always

been. You are playing the house when you play the Web, and the house is better at reading

you than you are at reading it. To return to the bolshevik framework, Read or be read is today’s

answer to Lenin’s old who-whom, Who will dominate whom?The fact of this jockeying came

home to me forcefully the first time Google introduced Panda, a series of changes to the

company’s search algorithm that reconfigured the felt experience of the Web. That’s right:

Panda influenced the whole Web. As surely as the graphic scheme of my desktop and gadgets

is determined by Apple, the graphic scheme of my life on the Internet is determined by

Google.Before Panda was rolled out in 2011, the Web had started to look Hobbesian, bleak

and studded with content farms, which used headlines, keywords, and other tricks to lure Web

users into looking at video ads. Even after its censure by Google that dystopian version of the

Web—as ungovernable content—is always in the offing. It’s like demented and crime-ridden

New York City: even after Giuliani and Bloomberg, we know that city could always come

back.Here’s a flashback to the bonkers Web of 2011, as surreal as it sounds: Bosses were

driving writers to make more words and pull photos faster and for less pay so they could be

grafted onto video that came with obnoxious preroll advertisements. Readers paid for exposure

to this cheaply made “media” in the precious currency of their attention. Prominent sites like

Associated Content, Answerbag, Demand Media, parts of CNN, part of AOL, and (which was

then owned by the New York Times) looked creepy and hollow, a zombie version of in-flight

magazines.“Another passenger of the vehicle has also been announced to be dead,” declared

one muddled sentence on Associated Content. “Like many fans of the popular ‘Jackass’

franchise, Dunn’s life and pranks meant a great amount to me.” This nonsense was churned

out in a freelance, white-collar version of the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory. Many content-farm

writers had deadlines as frequently as every twenty-five minutes. Others were expected to turn

around reported pieces, containing interviews with several experts, in an hour. Some

composed, edited, formatted, and published ten articles in a single shift—often a night shift.

Oliver Miller, a journalist with an MFA in fiction from Sarah Lawrence, told me that AOL paid

him about $28,000 for writing 300,000 words about television, all based on fragments of shows

he’d never seen, filed in half-hour intervals, on a graveyard shift that ran from 11 p.m. to 7 or 8

in the morning.Miller’s job was to cram together words that someone’s research had suggested

might be in demand on Google, position these strings as titles and headlines, filigree them with

other words, and style the whole confection to look vaguely like an article. Readers coming to

AOL expecting information might soon flee this wasteland, but ideally they’d first watch a video

clip with ads on it. Their visits would also register as page views, which AOL could then sell to

advertisers.A leaked memo from 2011 called “The AOL Way” detailed the philosophy behind

this. Journalists were expected to “identify high-demand topics” and review the “hi-vol, lo-cost”

content—those are articles and art, folks—for such important literary virtues as Google rank



and social media traction. In 2014 Time magazine similarly admitted to ranking its journalists

on a scale of advertiser friendliness: how compatible their work was with advertising and the

goals of the business side of the enterprise.Before Google essentially shut down the content

farms by introducing Panda to reward “high-value” content (defined in part by sites that had

links to and from credible sources), the Economist admiringly described Associated Content

and Demand Media as cleverly cynical operations that “aim to produce content at a price so

low that even meager advertising revenue can support [it].”So that’s the way the trap was

designed, and that’s the logic of the Web content economy. You pay little or nothing to writers

and designers and make readers pay a lot, in the form of their eyeballs. But readers get zero

back: no useful content. That’s the logic of the content farm: an eyeball for nothing. “Do you

guys even CARE what I write? Does it make any difference if it’s good or bad?” Miller asked his

boss one night by instant message. He says the reply was brief: “Not really.”You can’t mess

with Google forever. In 2011 the corporation changed its search algorithm; it now sends

untrustworthy, repetitive, and unsatisfying content to the back of the class. No more A’s for

cheaters. But the logic of content farms—vast quantities of low-quality images attached to high-

demand search bait—still holds, and these days media companies like feverish BuzzFeed and

lumbering HuffPo are finding ready workarounds for Google, luring people through social

media instead of search, creating click bait rather than search bait, passing off ads as

editorials. These are just new traps.That’s why the graphic artifacts of the Web civilization don’t

act like art. They act like games. I’m talking about everything from the navigational arrows to

the contrasting-color links, the boxes to type in, and the clickable buttons. Rather than leave

you to kick back and surf in peace, like a museum-goer or a flaneur or a reader, the Web

interface is baited at every turn to get you to bite. To touch the keyboard. To click. To give

yourself up: Papieren! To stay on some sites and leave others. If Web design makes you

nervous, it’s doing what it’s supposed to do. The graphics manipulate you, like a souk full of

hustlers, into taking many small, anxious actions: answering questions, paging through slide

shows, punching in your email address.That’s the first reason the Web is a graphic mess: it’s

designed to weaken, confound, and pickpocket you.2. The Web is collaborative space.The

second reason the Web looks chaotic is that there’s no rhyme or reason to its graphic

foundations.In short order, starting in the 1990s, the Web had to gin up a universal language

for design grammar. The result was exuberance, ad hoccery, and arrogance. Why? In 1973 the

Xerox Alto introduced the white bitmap display, which Apple promptly copied with the

Macintosh’s bellwether graphical interfaces. As a verbal person, I feel some nostalgia for what

might have been. The evocative phosphor-green letters on a deep-space background that I

grew up with gave way to the smiley Mac face and the white bitmap that turned computing

entirely opaque. After I saw the Mac I lost interest in learning to code. I was like an aspiring

activist who, before even getting started, was defeated by a thick layer of propaganda that

made the system seem impenetrable.In literary critical terms inherited from the great Erich

Auerbach in Mimesis, the grammar of the computer interface would go from parataxis—weak

connectives, like all that black space, which allowed the imagination to liberally supply and

tease out meaning—to hypotaxis, in which hierarchies of meaning and interpretive connections

are tightly made for a user, the visual field is entirely programmed, and, at worst, the

imagination is shut out.When I switched to a Mac from my Zenith Z-19 dumb terminal, called

“dumb” because it had nothing in its head till I dialed in to a mainframe, I bore witness to the

dramatic transition from phosphor to bitmaps. Gone was the existential Old Testament or Star

Trek nothingness of those phosphor screens—you can picture them from War Games—which

left you to wonder who or what was out there. The new, tight, white interface snubbed that kind



of inquiry and seemed to lock you out of the “friendly” graphical façade. It was as though a

deep, wise, grooved, seductive, complex college friend had suddenly been given a face-lift, a

makeover, and a course in salesmanship. She seemed friendly and cute, all right, but

generically and then horrifyingly so. Nothing I did could ever bait her into a free-flowing,

speculative, romantic, melancholic, or poetic relationship ever again.As for coders, they have

known since the bitmap appeared that rectangular screens, indexed by two coordinates, would

demand design. And they were thrilled. The first design could be written this way: N46 = black;

F79 = white; and so on. Though vastly more expensive, the bitmap display was greedily

embraced by the computer companies of the 1960s and 1970s for a significant reason: coders

hugely preferred its grid and iconography over linear letters and numbers.But why? For the

answer I had to look to the testimony of coders on the subject, and I found that the profession’s

preference for graphics and iconography over straight text has to do with cognitive wiring. Like

Nicholas Negroponte, the dyslexic founder of MIT’s Media Lab who as a child preferred train

schedules to books, and Steve Jobs, who liked calligraphy more than words, many computer

types shun narrative, sentences, and ordinary left-to-right reading. Dyslexic programmers, not

shy about their diagnosis, convene on Reddit threads and support sites, where they share fine-

grained cognitive experiences. A sample comes from a blog post called “The Dyslexic

Programmer” by a coder named Beth Andres-Beck:My dyslexia means that the most important

thing for me about a language is the tool support, which often rules out new, hip languages. It

took me a while to figure out that my dyslexia was the reason I and the command-line centric

programmers would never agree. I’ve faced prejudice against non-text-editor programmers, but

often only until the first time they watch me debug something in my head. We all have our

strengths ;-)

Atlas of AI: Power, Politics, and the Planetary Costs of Artificial Intelligence, The Metaphysical

Club: A Story of Ideas in America, The Empathy Diaries: A Memoir, The Writing Life, Gallant,

Book of Night, Daughter of the Moon Goddess: A Novel (Celestial Kingdom Book 1), The Kaiju

Preservation Society, The Bone Orchard, A Far Wilder Magic, Nettle & Bone, Hotel Magnifique,

Sea of Tranquility: A novel, Fevered Star (Between Earth and Sky Book 2), A Marvellous Light

(The Last Binding Book 1), If We Were Villains: A Novel, The War of Two Queens (Blood And

Ash Series Book 4), The Cartographers: A Novel

CathyD, “I'm so glad the designers made a book that feels good (literally. Finally, a witty book

about the Internet! This one gets past the sanctimony and the scare tactics to help us all

understand why we are so in awe of our devices--and so resentful. I'm glad the designers

made a book that feels good (literally: it has little bumps!) . . . because it feels good to read

this, an answer to questions you didn't even know you had. I love it. I'm grateful for having

such a pleasant, smart, and useful read. I'm giving it to friends for beach reading. I guarantee

they will be reading passages out loud to friends (all of whom promised--absolutely promised--

to leave their devices at home and who are surreptitiously checking those emails every chance

they can).  Guilt-free reading for the digitally guilty!  Ready for download!”

Eliot Peper, “Magic and Loss by Virginia Heffernan deconstructs the entire internet .... Magic

and Loss by Virginia Heffernan deconstructs the entire internet as humanity's most ambitious

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/yvxnR/Magic-and-Loss-The-Internet-as-Art-Virginia-Heffernan


piece of art. Heffernan's analysis reframes the cultural conversation about every incarnation of

digital media from design to entertainment. Thought-provoking and jam-packed with ideas, this

book goes beyond facts to access the deeper layers of meaning hidden within the internet

revolution.”

Daniel D. Kennedy, “A terrific book. Along with Nicholas Carr's "The Shallows," Heffernan's

book is foundational to my thinking about how the internet alters the way we think and live. This

line of Heffernan's alone should enter the lexicon: "The Internet is the great masterpiece of

human civilization. As an idea it rivals monotheism."”

Alice Rose, “If you're tired of hearing about how smart phones are destroying the very fabric of

civilization--and the .... If you're tired of hearing about how smart phones are destroying the

very fabric of civilization--and the kids are all "addicted"--this is the book for you. Brilliant

contrarian and stylist extraordinaire Virginia Heffernan goes high and low in this part memoir/

part philosophical treatise on how and why she loves the internet. For Heffernan, Twitter is a

poet's paradise and youtube has revolutionized the moving image. Dip in and out or read it in

one fell swoop. Either way, you will not be disappointed.”

Mitch Smith., “A great philosophical ride. Heffernan has written a tremendous book, ostensibly,

about the impact of the internet on our lives, but she goes much deeper, showing how our very

existence and our souls have been lost-and found-in cyberspace. You will never sign on again

without wondering what aspect of your soul will be twitched this time.”

g wayne miller, “This book and Dan Barry's "The Boys in the Bunkhouse" lead my list thus far

of best non-fiction books of the year. Exciting, ground-breaking and a pure pleasure to read.

Even on the beach! Heffernan's prose is as masterful as her unique theory of the internet,

which is indeed a place of magic and loss -- both a blessing and a curse, as those of us who

have bee there since those early dial-up days might also put it. This book and Dan Barry's "The

Boys in the Bunkhouse" lead my list thus far of best non-fiction books of the year.”

P. Collins, “Five Stars. No one write or thinks as well as Virginia Heffernan.”

The book by Virginia Heffernan has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 81 people have provided feedback.
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